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FNC passes environmental protection
amendments
Abu Dhabi, After a long debate, amendments to a clause
in the country’s environmental protection legislation were
passed by the Federal National Council by a majority vote.
The clause in question, 44 part
four, states that manufacturing companies need to abide
to regulations set by the Ministry of Environment and Water when manufacturing, producing, and exporting rocks,
quarries, crushers and cement, including clinker.
The clause sets out that the
rules are to ensure the environment is not affected and
the public’s health is not compromised.

Dr. Rashid bin Fahad urged
members to think of their na-

Constitution that states natural resources are owned by the

tional duty and their responsibility towards the environment and the public, which
has long complained of pollution from these factories.

local government and not the
federation. He argued that
cement and clinker both had
no place in the clause in particular since they were commodities and not natural resources.

Dr. Abdulrahim Al Shahin
(RAK) read a line from the
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